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Since the start of 2022, the main assets in which the funds invest
your retirement savings have fallen in price, which is why the funds
have performed negatively over the shorter term periods.
The main reason for this is that central banks across the
developed world signaled they would increase interest rates to
help reduce rates of inflation that are at levels unseen in forty
years. In the UK, US and the Eurozone, interest rates have been
increasing at the fastest pace observed in years, with further
increases expected over the coming months. Typically, when
interest rates are going up, investment assets like equities and
bonds perform poorly.

the impact rising interest rates will have on economic growth.
The situation is evolving but it is likely that the global economy
is in for an extended period of slower growth as bigger markets,
like the US and Europe, are expected to experience further increases
in interest rates that may stay elevated for some time, in order
to combat inflation. As a result, the increased market volatility
evident so far this year is likely to continue over the coming
months. However, while we are in uncertain times, they are not
unprecedented.

In addition, Covid remains prevalent and a series of lockdowns
in China have occurred due to its ‘zero tolerance’ Covid policy,
which means a lower level of economic activity from one of
the biggest nations in the world. Furthermore, the escalation
of the Russia-Ukraine conflict has negatively impacted growth
expectations, in particular in Europe, and weakened investor
sentiment.

We can see from the period below that staying
invested delivered very strong returns for longer-term
investors despite the many temptations to sell. Equity
markets will experience short-term ups and downs,
but, over time, there are more ups than downs, so it is
important to stay invested to benefit from them.

Global equity markets have fallen c.9.0% year to date to 31
October. Investor concerns are focused on high inflation and
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Warning: Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance.
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We know that, when it comes to investing, uncertainty is
uncomfortable for most people. Equity market highs and
lows can often prompt short-term, emotional decision
making and actions to buy or sell when perhaps the right
thing to do is nothing.

That is why we have specifically designed our investment
solutions to make the journey smoother. There are two ways
we do this:

Diversification

Risk Management

This means spreading investments so the
performance of your fund is not over-exposed
to any one company, asset class, sector,
geography, currency, manager or strategy. In
practice it means that, if equities are falling for
example, your fund can still benefit from other
assets, like bonds, going up. This reduces the
overall impact of any fall.

Growing retirement savings over time means investing
in some higher growth but higher risk assets like
equities. Our core competence is managing the risks
associated with these assets in a variety of ways to
reduce the peaks and troughs you might otherwise
experience. These include specialist investment
strategies like the Equity Option Strategy or sciencebased risk management like the Dynamic Share to
Cash strategy.

So, whether you are choosing the lifestyle strategy where we do
the thinking for you, or you are choosing your own funds, take
comfort that we can support you with solutions to help you stay
invested and get the pension you deserve.
The tables below shows both the total and annualised long-term
performances of the Empower Multi Asset funds against their
long-term benchmarks from February 2015, when they were
established, to the end of October 2022. They show that, despite
the negative performances since the start of the year, the longer
term performances remain positive for the funds used the in the
Personal Lifestyle Strategy.
Total
Performances

Empower
Stability fund

Empower Cautious
Growth fund

Empower
Growth fund

Empower High
Growth fund

Empower Fund
Performance

15.9%

27.9%

39.0%

45.4%

Long Term
Benchmarks

13.3%

22.1%

31.5%

36.4%

Annualised
Performances

Empower
Stability fund

Empower Cautious
Growth fund

Empower
Growth fund

Empower
High Growth fund

Empower Fund
Performance

1.9%

3.3%

4.4%

5.0%

Long Term
Benchmarks

1.6%

2.6%

3.6%

4.1%

Source: Irish Life Investment Managers, performance is gross of fees, charges and tax. Period is 28 February 2015 to 31 October 2022.

Warning: The value of your investment may go down as well as up.
Warning: If you invest in this fund you may lose some or all of the money you invest.
Warning: These funds may be affected by changes in currency exchange rates.
Warning: Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance.
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Lifestyle Strategy
Our retirement savings plans offer lifestyle strategies which
manage the level of risk you are exposed to approaching
retirement. It means you invest in more growth style funds
when a long way from retirement and gradually switch to lower
risk funds closer to retirement. Growth funds are better for
returns but are more likely to experience short-term falls from
which your fund needs time to recover. Following a lifestyle
strategy means you don’t have to worry about how and when
to switch your savings to lower risk funds – we do it for you.

Self-Select Funds
However, you don’t have to participate in the Lifestyle Strategy
and can instead select the fund or mix of funds that suit you
best. We typically see people make selections based on how
long they have to retirement or when they will need the money.
When that time frame is 10 years or more, it may be more
appropriate to consider funds with higher long-term expected
growth, although these funds also carry higher short-term risks.
It is prudent to consider moving to lower risk funds as you get
closer to needing the money.

When self-selecting funds, it is particularly important to
understand and consider your appetite for risk and tolerance
for loss i.e. how much negative performance will you or can
you endure. It is also crucial to be aware of the impact that
volatile stock markets can have on your decision making.
Market highs and lows can often prompt investors to act when
it is ultimately detrimental to their long-term interests, whether
over-confidence when markets are strong or no confidence
when they are weak.

Benefits of Monthly Contributions
Buying when prices are lower makes sense. With monthly
contributions you continue to buy units during periods of
equity market weakness when unit prices fall, which means you
get more units for your contribution. The benefit is that your
fund value will increase faster as equity markets recover.

Switching when equity markets are
performing negatively
In times of uncertainty or equity market volatility, it can be
tempting to switch some or all of your retirement savings
to lower risk funds or even cash. While this is provided as a
free option, it is worth remembering that even professional
investors find it difficult, if not impossible, to consistently time
when markets will rise or fall. More often, people are driven
by sentiment and may exit funds when they have already
fallen, only to buy them back later at a higher price when stock
markets have recovered. This simply erodes the value of your
savings over time. Getting invested and staying invested has
been shown to be the most effective strategy over time.

Source: MSCI. The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or
redisseminated in any form and may not be used as a basis for or a component of any financial instruments
or products or indices. None of the MSCI information is intended to constitute investment advice or a
recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind of investment decision and may not be relied
upon as such. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future
performance, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on an “as is” basis and the user of
this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each of its affiliates
and each other person involved in or related to compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information
(collectively, the “MSCI Parties”) expressly disclaims all warranties (including, without limitation, any
warranties of originality, accuracy, completeness, timeliness, non-infringement, merchantability and fitness
for a particular purpose) with respect to this information. Without limiting any of the foregoing, in no event
shall any MSCI Party have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential
(including, without limitation, lost profits) or any other damages.
(www.msci.com)
This document is intended as a general review of investment market conditions. It does not constitute
investment advice and has not been prepared based on the financial needs or objectives of any particular
person, and does not take account of the specific needs or circumstances of any person.
The author cannot make a personal recommendation for any person and you should seek personal
investment advice as to the suitability of any investment decision or strategy to your own needs and
circumstances. Any comments on specific stocks are intended as an objective, independent view in relation
to that stock generally, and not in relation to its suitability to any specific person.
ILIM may manage investment funds which may have holdings in stocks commented on in this document.
Past performance may not be a reliable guide to future performance. Investments may go down as well as up.
Funds may be affected by changes in currency exchange rates.

Irish Life Investment Managers (ILIM) is an appointed investment manager to Irish Life Assurance plc
Irish Life Investment Managers Ltd is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland
Irish Life Assurance plc is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland

